
WHAT TO BRING 
1. Supplies: Bible, notebook, pen
2. Linens: Sleeping bag or sheet, blanket and pillow. Towels and washcloths. Beach towel.
3. Personal Items: Toiletry items, hair dryer, soap, deodorant, toothpaste, toothbrush
4. Medication - All medications will be checked in at registration.  The camp nurse will administer all 
narcotic medicines.  Group chaperones will store and administer OTC and other medications as  
prescribed. 
5. First aid kit:
6. Spending money:  Meals are included; however, campers may wish to purchase snacks or items from 
the camp canteen.  Also, our guest singing groups and speakers will have product tables with items for 
purchase.  In addition, we plan to have Camp DVDs for sale as well as CDs and other items.

Youth leaders and Counselors, please encourage your group to follow the dress code while
attending Carolina Youth Camp.  All fashions worn should be conservative and  

professing Godliness in appearance.

Girls:
Evening Services: Please wear skirts or dresses. All skirts and dresses should cover the knee. Shirts
should cover the shoulders and midriff; necklines should be modestly designed and not low cut. 

Morning Services and Activities: Skirts, dresses, capris, or walking shorts (bermuda shorts), or

your guide.)

Swimming: All swimsuits must be one piece and covered with a t-shirt or swim shirt as well as knee
length swim shorts. Water shoes are suggested but not required.

Guys:
Evening Services: Long casual pants or jeans and shirts with sleeves are appropriate.

Morning Services and Activities: Long casual pants or jeans, or shorts and shirt with sleeves.

Swimming: Dark swim trunks and swim shirt or t-shirt. Water shoes are suggested but not required.

DRESS CODE
We understand that every church has different standards concerning a dress code. We do not desire to 
be legalistic in any way, and our main desire of the camp is to reach the hearts of these teenagers;  
however, there has to be a line somewhere.  We are asking you, as a group leader, to make sure each 
registered camper has a copy of the Code of Conduct and Dress Code. 

Our goal is to run a clean camp with a practical yet modest dress code. To help with this, and to be very 
clear, we have included pictures of what is considered acceptable for camp. Use these photos to  
communicate with your teenagers what they need to bring to camp. We have found that it can be  
embarrassing and hurtful to campers if they come unprepared. We do not want that to happen! SO 
PLEASE HELP US! Be proactive and prepare your teens for camp with this information so once we get 
there we can have a great time and see lives changed!



Guys:  Knee lenght shorts, T-shirt,
casual shoes.
Swim Shirtt-shirtand dark swim 
trunks for swimming

Daytime:
Girls: Knee Length Shorts, 
T-Shirts (no sleeveless shirts), 
Casual shoes
Shorts, shirt over a  1 piece 
swimsuit for swimming

Evening Service:
Girls: Knee length or longer  skirt or 
dress. Short sleeve top (no sleeveless 
tops)  Casual shoes
Guys: Jeans or slacks, button
down or polo
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